New Titles: January 2012
100 unforgettable dresses / Hal Rubenstein ; foreword by Alber Elbaz.
1001 pediatric treatment activities : creative ideas for therapy sessions / Ayelet Danto, Michelle Pruzansky.
2010 occupational therapy compensation and workforce study.
Accounting for violence : marketing memory in Latin America / Ksenija Bilbija and Leigh A. Payne, eds.
African American almanac : 400 years of triumph, courage and excellence / Lean'tin Bracks ; foreword by Jessie Carnie Smith.
After tobacco : what would happen if Americans stopped smoking? / edited by Peter Bearman, Kathryn M. Neckerman, and Leslie Wright.
Age of deception : nuclear diplomacy in treacherous times / Mohamed ElBaradei.
Age of equality : the twentieth century in economic perspective / Richard Pomfret.
Age of greed : the triumph of finance and the decline of America, 1970 to the present / Jeff Madrick.
Age of persuasion : how marketing ate our culture / Terry O'Reilly & Mike Tennant.
Ainu spirits singing : the living world of Chiri Yukie's Ainu shin®yåoshåu /
Albert Camus' critique of modernity / Ronald D. Srigley.
Alexander McQueen : savage beauty / Andrew Bolton ; with contributions by Susannah Frankel and Tim Blanks ; photography by Sølve Sundsbø.
Alfred Kazin's journals / selected and edited by Richard M. Cook.
Alice behind wonderland / by Simon Winchester.
Allende's Chile and the Inter-American Cold War / Tanya Harmer.
The almond : the sexual awakening of a muslim woman. / Nedjma ; translated from the French by C. Jane Hunter
Always on : language in an online and mobile world / Naomi S. Baron.
Alzheimer's in America : the Shriver report on women and Alzheimer's : a study / [compiled] by Maria Shriver and the Alzheimer's Association ; edited by Karen Skelton ... [et al.] ; with Dale Fetherling and Matt Hickey ; photography by Barbara Kinney.
Amelia Earhart : the legend of the lost aviator / by Shelley Tanaka ; illustrated by David Craig.
America through the eyes of China and India : television, identity, and intercultural communication in a changing world / Edward D. Sherman.
American crisis : George Washington and the dangerous two years after Yorktown, 1781-1783 / William M. Fowler, Jr.
American immigration after 1996 : the shifting ground of political inclusion / Kathleen R. Arnold.
American Indian thought : philosophical Essays / edited by Anne S. Waters.
American nations : a history of the eleven rival regional cultures of North America / Colin Woodard.
American poetry in performance : from Walt Whitman to hip hop / Tyler Hoffman.
An encyclopedia of human rights in the United States / H. Victor Condé.
Anatomy of a South African genocide : the extermination of the Cape San peoples / Mohamed Adhikari.
Ancient Chinese thought, modern Chinese power / Yan Xuetong ; edited by Daniel A. Bell and Sun Zhe ; translated by Edmund Ryden.
Animal spirits : how human psychology drives the economy, and why it matters for global capitalism / George A. Akerlof and Robert J. Shiller.
Animals and world religions / Lisa Kemmerer.
Anne Frank : her life in words and pictures from the archives of the Anne Frank House / Menno Metselaar and Ruud van der Rol ; translated by Arnold J. Pomerans.
Anthropology of Ethics / James D. Faubion.
Applying the occupational therapy practice framework : using the Cardinal Hill occupational participation process in client-centered care / edited by Camille Skubik-Peplaski ... [et al.].
Arc of war : origins, escalation, and transformation / Jack S. Levy and William R. Thompson.
Art and globalization / edited by James Elkins, Zhivka Valiavicharska, and Alice Kim.
Art and homosexuality : a history of ideas / Christopher Reed.
Art of the table : a complete guide to table setting, table manners, and tableware / Suzanne von Drachenfels ; drawings by Kelly Luscombe.
Arthur Penn : American director / Nat Segaloff ; foreword by Jonathan Demme.
Asian rivalries : conflict, escalation, and limitations on two-level games / edited by Sumit Ganguly and William R. Thompson.
Assessment tools for recreational therapy and related fields / Joan Burlingame, Thomas M. Blaschko.

Asylum : the renegades who hijacked the world's oil market / Leah McGrath Goodman.
Atlas of world history / general editor, Patrick K. O'Brien ; [cartography by Philip's].
Attention deficit democracy : the paradox of civic engagement / Ben Berger.
Back of the bus / Aaron Reynolds ; illustrated by Floyd Cooper.
Basketball belles : how two teams and one scrappy player put women's hoops on the map / by Sue Macy ; illustrated by Matt Collins.
Beauvoir and her sisters : the politics of women's bodies in France / Sandra Reineke.
Becoming who we are : temperament and personality in development / Mary K. Rothbart.
Beethoven in America / Michael Broyles.
Before the Revolution : America's ancient pasts / Daniel K. Richter.
Beside the golden door : U.S. immigration reform in a new era of globalization / Pia M. Orrenius and Madeline Zavodny.
Betting on biotech : innovation and the limits of Asia's developmental state / Joseph Wong.
Beyond combat : women and gender in the Vietnam War era / Heather Marie Stur.
Beyond the brain : how body and environment shape animal and human minds / Louise Barrett.
Big ideas that changed the world.
Black arts enterprise and the production of African American poetry / Howard Rambsy II.
Black like us : a century of lesbian, gay and bisexual African American fiction / edited by Devon W. Carbado, Dwight A. McBride and Donald Weise ; foreword by Evelyn C. White.
Bloodlust : on the roots of violence from Cain and Abel to the present / Russell Jacoby.
Body language : sisters in shape, black women's fitness, and feminist identity politics / Kimberly J. Lau.
Body of John Merryman : Abraham Lincoln and the suspension of habeas corpus / Brian McGinty.
Boy who invented TV : the story of Philo Farnsworth / by Kathleen Krull ; illustrated by Greg Couch.
Braintrust : what neuroscience tells us about morality / Patricia S. Churchland.
Breaking the silence : stories from the other(ed) woman.
Brothers Kennedy : John, Robert, Edward / Kathleen Krull ; illustrated by Amy June Bates.
Bubble trouble / by Margaret Mahy ; illustrated by Polly Dunbar.
Building stakeholder relations and corporate social responsibility / Barbara Fryzel.
Burning money : the material spirit of the Chinese lifeworld / C. Fred Blake.
Cambridge introduction to Shakespeare's poetry / Michael Schoenfeldt.
The Caribbean : a history of the region and its peoples /
Casting Shakespeare's plays : London actors and their roles, 1590-1642 / T.J. King.
Chalk / by Bill Thomson.
Changing planet, changing health : how the climate crisis threatens our health and what we can do about it / Paul R. Epstein and Dan Ferber ; foreword by Jeffrey Sachs.
Chaos, violence, dynasty : politics and Islam in Central Asia / Eric McGlinchey.
Charles Dickens : a life / Claire Tomalin.
Chicana power! : contested histories of Feminism in the Chicano movement / by Maylei Blackwell.
Chicano nations : the hemispheric origins of Mexican American literature / Marissa K. López.
Child development at the intersection of emotion and cognition / edited by Susan D. Calkins and Martha Ann Bell.
China and India in the age of globalization / Shalendra D. Sharma.
China's America : the Chinese view the United States, 1900-2000 / Jing Li.
Christo and Jeanne-Claude : through the Gates and beyond / Jan Greenberg and Sandra Jordan.
Chronicling trauma : journalists and writers on violence and loss / Doug Underwood.
Cicero's philosophy of history / Matthew Fox.
City of Glass / Cassandra Clare.
Class and class conflict in the age of globalization / Berch Berberoglu.

Cleopatra : a sphinx revisited / edited by Margaret M. Miles.
Coffeehouse / Naguib Mahfouz ; translated by Raymond Stock.
Cognitive fatigue : multidisciplinary perspectives on current research and future applications / edited by Phillip L. Ackerman.
Collapse of American criminal justice / William J. Stuntz.
College women in the nuclear age : cultural literacy and female identity, 1940-1960 / Babette Faehmel.
Collision course : Ronald Reagan, the air traffic controllers, and the strike that changed America / Joseph A. McCartin.
Colonization after emancipation : Lincoln and the movement for Black resettlement / Phillip W. Magness and Sebastian N. Page.
Colossus : the secrets of Bletchley Park's codebreaking computers / B. Jack Copeland and others ; edited by B. Jack Copeland.
Common humanity : ritual, religion, and immigrant advocacy in Tucson, Arizona / Lane Van Ham.
Communication power / Manuel Castells.
Comparative guide to American elementary & secondary schools : covers all public school districts serving 1,500 or more students / [editor, David Garoogian].
Complete directory for pediatric disorders : disorder descriptions, body systems descriptions, national & state associations, libraries & resource centers, support groups & hotlines, books & periodicals, research centers, web sites.
Complete directory for people with chronic illness : condition descriptions, associations, publications, research centers, support groups, websites / [editor, Richard Gottlieb ; editorial director, Laura Mars].
Complete directory for people with disabilities : a comprehensive source book for individuals and professionals.
Confessions of a young novelist / Umberto Eco.
Constrained court : law, politics, and the decisions justices make / Michael A. Bailey, Forrest Maltzman.
Contemporary art and the cosmopolitan imagination / Marsha Meskimmon.
Conversation pieces : community and communication in modern art / Grant H. Kester.
Copyright law for librarians and educators : creative strategies and practical solutions / Kenneth D. Crews.
Cosmopolitan communications : cultural diversity in a globalized world / Pippa Norris, Ronald Inglehart.
Cosmopolitanism in the age of globalization : citizens without states / edited by Lee Trepanier and Khalil M. Habib.
Creating capabilities : the human development approach / Martha C. Nussbaum.
Creating consilience : integrating the sciences and the humanities / edited by Edward Slingerland and Mark Collard.
Creation and destruction of value : the globalization cycle / Harold James.
Crime, war, and global trafficking : designing international cooperation / Christine Jojarth.
Criminal ingenuity : Moore, Cornell, Ashbery, and the struggle between the arts / Ellen Levy.
Crisis in energy policy / John M. Deutch.
Cutting edges : contemporary collage / [edited by Robert Klanten, Hendrik Hellige, James Gallagher].
Darwin / by Alice B. McGinty ; illustrated by Mary Azarian.
Daughters of the declaration : how women social entrepreneurs built the American dream / Claire Gaudiani and David Graham Burnett.
Decolonizing native histories : collaboration, knowledge, and language in the Americas / edited by Florencia E. Mallon ; selected essays translated by Gladys McCormick.
Deleuze and geophilosophy : a guide and glossary / Mark Bonta and John Protevi.
Delivering development : globalization's shoreline and the road to a sustainable future / Edward R. Carr.
Denton
Depression in Japan : psychiatric cures for a society in distress / Junko Kitanaka.
Derrida on formal logic : an interpretive essay / David A. White.
Dialogues with Davidson : acting, interpreting, understanding / edited by Jeff Malpas.
Dictator's handbook : why bad behavior is almost always good politics / Bruce Bueno de Mesquita and Alastair Smith.
Discrimination in an unequal world / edited by Miguel Angel Centeno, Katherine S. Newman.
Divergent / Veronica Roth.
Don Quixote among the Saracens : a clash of civilizations and literary genres / Frederick A. de Armas.
Drama in Shakespeare's sonnets : "a satire to decay" / Mark Jay Mirsky.
Duels and duets : why men and women talk so differently / John L. Locke.

Early childhood : occupational therapy services for children birth to five / edited by Barbara E. Chandler.
Eat your math homework : recipes for hungry minds / Ann McCallum ; illustrated by Leeza Hernandez.
Economics of excess : addiction, indulgence, and social policy / Harold Winter.
Educated tastes : food, drink, and connoisseur culture / edited and with an introduction by Jeremy Strong.
Egon Schiele : self-portraits and portraits / edited by Agnes Husslein-Arco and Jane Kallir.
Eleanor, quiet no more : the life of Eleanor Roosevelt / written by Doreen Rappaport ; illustrated by Gary Kelley.
Element : how finding your passion changes everything / Ken Robinson ; with Lou Aronica.
Embodied performances : sexuality, gender, bodies / Beatrice Allegranti.
Emergence of Latin American science fiction / Rachel Haywood Ferreira.
Emerging giants : China and India in the world economy / edited by Barry Eichengreen, Poonam Gupta, and Rajiv Kumar.
Emotions, aggression, and morality in children : bridging development and psychopathology / edited by William F. Arsenio and Elizabeth A. Lemerise.
Encyclopedia of world dress and fashion.
End of energy : the unmaking of America's environment, security, and independence / Michael J. Graetz.
End of straight supremacy : realizing gay liberation / Shannon Gilreath.
Energy island : how one community harnessed the wind and changed their world / Allan Drummond.
Enterprising women in urban Zimbabwe : gender, microbusiness, and globalization / Mary Johnson Osirim.
Environment at the margins : literary and environmental studies in Africa / edited by Byron Caminero-Santangelo and Garth A. Myers.
Ethics of care : a feminist approach to human security / Fiona Robinson.
Ethics of organ transplantation / edited by Steven J. Jensen.
Ethics of voting / Jason Brennan.
Evaluation : obtaining and interpreting data / edited by Jim Hinojosa, Paula Kramer, Patricia Crist ; foreword by Wendy J. Coster.
Exploring happiness : from Aristotle to brain science / Sissela Bok.
Extreme politics : nationalism, violence, and the end of Eastern Europe / Charles King.
Fair society : the science of human nature and the pursuit of social justice / Peter Corning.
Falling raindrop / by Neil Johnson and Joel Chin.
Feeling betrayed : the roots of Muslim anger at America / Steven Kull.
Feminisms and educational research / Wendy Kohli and Nicholas C. Burbules.
First episode of psychosis : a guide for patients and their families / Michael T. Compton and Beth Broussard.
First of men : a life of George Washington / John E. Ferling.
Fixing gender : lesbian mothers and the Oedipus complex / Natasha Distiller.
Fly gals of World War II : Women Airforce Service Pilots (WASP) / Eleanor Thompson Wortz.
Forecasting, warning, and responding to transnational risks / edited by Chiara de Franco, Christoph O. Meyer.
Fort Clark and its Indian neighbors : a trading post on the Upper Missouri / by W. Raymond Wood, William F. Hunt, Jr., and Randy H. Williams.
Freedom readers : the African American reception of Dante Alighieri and the Divine Comedy / Dennis Looney.
Freedom, my way : the journey and revelations of a black man in America / Michael Abdullah Kheop.
From text to performance in the Elizabethan theatre : preparing the play for the stage / David Bradley.
Fundamentals of hand therapy : clinical reasoning and treatment guidelines for common diagnoses of the upper extremity / edited by Cynthia Cooper.
Gabriel's horses / Alison Hart.
Gaming the world : how sports are reshaping global politics and culture / Andrei S. Markovits & Lars Rensmann.
Garner's dictionary of legal usage / Bryan A. Garner ; with a foreword by Judge Thomas M. Reavley.
Gay Latino studies : a critical reader / edited by Michael Hames-García and Ernesto Javier Martínez.
Gender of sexuality : exploring sexual possibilities / Virginia Rutter and Pepper Schwartz.
Gender outlaws : the next generation / [edited by] Kate Bornstein and S. Bear Bergman.

Genentech : the beginnings of biotech / Sally Smith Hughes.
Generation at war : the Civil War era in a northern community / Nicole Etcheson.
George Washington Carver / Tonya Bolden.
Gilles Deleuze and the fabulation of philosophy / Gregory Flaxman.
Glob¨ali¨za§¨tion n. the irrational fear that someone in China will take your job /
Global environment of business / Frederick Guy.
Global history of history / Daniel Woolf.
Global issues in education : pedagogy, policy, practice, and the minority experience / edited by Greg A. Wiggan and Charles B. Hutchison.
Global sustainability : a Nobel cause / edited by Hans Joachim Schellnhuber ... [et al.].
Global warming gridlock : creating more effective strategies for protecting the planet / David G. Victor.
Globalization 2.0 : a roadmap to the future from leading minds / edited by Raschid Ijioui ... [et al.], editors.
Globalization and international development : critical issues of the 21st century / Sisay Asefa, editor.
Globalization and literature / Suman Gupta.
Globalization at risk : challenges to finance and trade / Gary Clyde Hufbauer and Kati Suominen.
Globalizations and education : collected essays on class, race, gender, and the state / Carlos Alberto Torres ; foreword by Michael W. Apple ; afterword by Pedro Demo.
Globalized arts : the entertainment economy and cultural identity / J.P. Singh.
God's continent : Christianity, Islam, and Europe's religious crisis / Philip Jenkins.
Good jobs, bad jobs : the rise of polarized and precarious employment systems in the United States, 1970s to 2000s / Arne L. Kalleberg.
Government by contract : outsourcing and American democracy / edited by Jody Freeman, Martha Minow.
Government versus markets : the changing economic role of the state / Vito Tanzi.
Grant's final victory : Ulysses S. Grant's heroic last year / Charles Bracelen Flood.
Great soul : Mahatma Gandhi and his struggle with India / Joseph Lelyveld.
Greek mythology : an introduction / Fritz Graf ; translated by Thomas Marier.
Green outcomes in the real world : global forces, local circumstances, and sustainable solutions / Peter McManners.
Guantánamo : an American history / Jonathan M. Hansen.
Guattari effect / edited by Eric Alliez and Andrew Goffey.
Halo / Alexandra Adornetto.
Handbook of clinical psychology / edited by Michel Hersen, Alan M. Gross.
Handbook of program evaluation for social work and health professionals / Michael J. Smith.
Happyface / by Stephen Emond.
Haunted visions : spiritualism and American art / Charles Colbert.
Health and globalization / Geoffrey B. Cockerham, William C. Cockerham.
Hidden children of the Holocaust : Belgian nuns and their daring rescue of young Jews from the Nazis / Suzanne Vromen.
Hide/Seek : difference and desire in American portraiture / Jonathan D. Katz and David C. Ward ; Jennifer Sichel, research assistant.
Higher! higher! / Leslie Patricelli.
History and repetition / Kojin Karatani ; edited by Seiji M. Lippit.
Hollywood left and right : how movie stars shaped American politics / Steven J. Ross.
House Baba built : an artist's childhood in China / Ed Young, text as told to Libby Koponen.
House of power / Patrick Carman.
How animals affect us : examining the influence of human-animal interaction on child development and human health / edited by Peggy McCardle ... [et al.].
How many baby pandas? / Sandra Markle.
How to live, or, a life of Montaigne : in one question and twenty attempts at an answer / Sarah Bakewell.
How to steal a dog : a novel / Barbara O'Connor.

Hush, hush / Becca Fitzpatrick.
I shop in Moscow : advertising and the creation of consumer culture in late tsarist Russia / Sally West.
If you live like me / Lori Weber.
Illicit flirtations : labor, migration, and sex trafficking in Tokyo / Rhacel Salazar Parreānas.
Imperial harem : women and sovereignty in the Ottoman Empire / Leslie P. Peirce.
In defiance of Hitler : the secret mission of Varian Fry / Carla Killough McClafferty.
Incarceron / Catherine Fisher.
India : the emerging giant / Arvind Panagariya.
Infectious behavior : brain-immune connections in autism, schizophrenia, and depression / Paul H. Patterson.
Inside out & back again / Thanhha Lai.
Inside this place, not of it : narratives from women's prisons / compiled and edited by Robin Levi and Ayelet Waldman ; associate editor, Rebecca Silbert ; foreword by Michelle Alexander ; research editor, Alex Carp ; assistant research editor, Jessie Haw
Intercultural couples : crossing boundaries, negotiating difference / Jill M. Bystydzienski.
Invention of Athens : the funeral oration in the classical city / Nicole Loraux ; translated by Alan Sheridan.
Invisible families : gay identities, relationships, and motherhood among Black women / Mignon R. Moore.
IOS 5 developer's cookbook : core concepts and essential recipes for iOS programmers / Erica Sadun.
IOS programming : the Big Nerd Ranch guide / Joe Conway & Aaron Hillegass.
IPad application development for dummies / by Neal Goldstein and Tony Bove.
It started with a dare / Lindsay Faith Rech.
It's a secret! / John Burningham.
Jane Austen : two centuries of criticism / Laurence W. Mazzeno.
Joan Mitchell : lady painter : a life / Patricia Albers.
Join the club : how peer pressure can transform the world / Tina Rosenberg.
Justice as healing : indigenous ways / Wanda D. McCaslin, editor ; [foreword by Elizabeth Cook-Lynn].
Justice for kids : keeping kids out of the juvenile justice system / edited by Nancy E. Dowd.
Karma : a novel in verse / Cathy Ostlere.
Keats brothers : the life of John and George / Denise Gigante.
Keynes Hayek : the clash that defined modern economics / Nicholas Wapshott.
Kinship and gender : an introduction / Linda Stone.
Labors lost : women's work and the early modern English stage / Natasha Korda.
Land of the unconquerable : the lives of contemporary Afghan women / edited by Jennifer Heath and Ashraf Zahedi.
Language across difference : ethnicity, communication, and youth identities in changing urban schools / Django Paris.
Latino small businesses and the American dream : community social work practice and economic and social development / Melvin Delgado.
Law of life and death / Elizabeth Price Foley.
Law of sex discrimination / J. Ralph Lindgren ... [et al.].
Lawn boy / Gary Paulsen.
Learning in the cloud : how (and why) to transform schools with digital media / Mark Warschauer ; foreword by Chris Dede.
Lee Krasner : A biography / Gail Levin.
Lemonade, and other poems squeezed from a single word / by Bob Raczka ; illustrated by Nancy Doniger.
Letters of Ernest Hemingway / edited by Sandra Spanier and Robert W. Trogdon.
Leviathan / written by Scott Westerfeld ; illustrated by Keith Thompson.
Liberation Square : inside the Egyptian revolution and the rebirth of a nation / Ashraf Khalil.
Life balance : multidisciplinary theories and research / editors, Kathleen Matuska, Charles H. Christiansen ; associate editors, Helene J. Polatajko, Jane A. Davis ; foreword by Brian R. Little.
Life, music and thought of Woody Guthrie : a critical appraisal / [edited by] John S. Partington.

Lily's victory garden / written by Helen L. Wilbur ; illustrated by Robert Gantt Steele.
Lincoln and the Border States : preserving the Union / William C. Harris.
Lincoln through the lens : how photography revealed and shaped an extraordinary life / Martin W. Sandler.
Lionel Robbins / Susan Howson.
Locked on / Tom Clancy with Mark Greaney.
Logic of positive engagement / Miroslav Nincic.
Lucky for good / by Susan Patron ; with illustrations by Erin McGuire.
Major transitions in evolution revisited / edited by Brett Calcott and Kim Sterelny.
Making feminist politics : transnational alliances between women and labor / Suzanne Franzway and Mary Margaret Fonow.
Manning up : how the rise of women has turned men into boys / Kay S. Hymowitz.
Match on dry grass : community organizing as a catalyst for school reform / Mark R. Warren, Karen L. Mapp, and The Community Organizing and School Reform Project.
Matched / Ally Condie.
Mendelssohn and the organ / Wm. A. Little.
Mess of greens : Southern gender and Southern food / Elizabeth S.D. Engelhardt.
Middle of somewhere / J.B. Cheaney.
Mighty be our powers : how sisterhood, prayer, and sex changed a nation at war : a memoir / Leymah Gbowee with Carol Mithers.
Migration and the welfare state : political-economy policy formation / Assaf Razin, Efraim Sadka, and Benjarong Suwankiri.
Militants or partisans : labor unions and democratic politics in Korea and Taiwan / Yoonkyung Lee.
Mockingbird (Mok'ing-bãurd) / Kathryn Erskine
Modernist America : art, music, movies, and the globalization of American culture / Richard Pells.
Modigliani : a life / Meryle Secrest.
Molly Ivins : a rebel life / Bill Minutaglio & W. Michael Smith.
Moral time / Donald Black.
More Balanchine variations / Nancy Goldner.
Most controversial decision : Truman, the atomic bombs, and the defeat of Japan / Wilson D. Miscamble.
Most human human : what talking with computers teaches us about what it means to be alive / Brian Christian.
Music in the late twentieth century / Richard Taruskin.
My name is Mina / David Almond.
Myrna Loy : the only good girl in Hollywood / Emily W. Leider.
Myth of choice : personal responsibility in a world of limits / Kent Greenfield.
Nation / Terry Pratchett.
National identity in Great Britain and British North America, 1815-1851 : the role of nineteenth-century periodicals / by Linda E. Connors and Mary Lu MacDonald.
Nationalism in a global world / Sam Pryke.
Nation's nature : how continental presumptions gave rise to the United States of America / James D. Drake.
Nature of early memory : an adaptive theory of the genesis and development of memory / Mark L. Howe.
Nazi labour camps in Paris : Austerlitz, Lâevitan, Bassano, July 1943-August 1944 / Jean-Marc Dreyfus and Sarah Gensburger ; translated from the French by Jonathan Hensher.
Negro comrades of the Crown : African Americans and the British empire fight the U.S. before emancipation / Gerald Horne.
Networked reenactments : stories transdisciplinary knowledges tell / Katie King ; foreword by Donna Haraway.
Neurasthenic nation : America's search for health, happiness, and comfort, 1869-1920 / David G. Schuster.
New economics as mainstream economics / edited by Philip Arestis and Malcolm Sawyer.
Next convergence : the future of economic growth in a multispeed world / Michael Spence.
Nietzsche's enlightenment : the free-spirit trilogy of the middle period / Paul Franco.
Night's dancer : the life of Janet Collins /

No excuses : 9 ways women can change how we think about power : tools for leading an unlimited life / Gloria Feldt.
No plastic sleeves : the complete portfolio guide for photographers and designers / Larry Volk, Danielle Currier.
No two alike / Keith Baker.
Nomadic theory : the portable Rosi Braidotti / Rosi Braidotti.
Occupational therapy assessment tools : an annotated index / Ina Elfant Asher.
Occupational therapy in acute care / Helene Smith-Gabai, editor.
Occupational therapy interventions for adults with low vision / [edited by] Mary Warren and Elizabeth A. Barstow.
Occupational therapy practice guidelines for adults with Alzheimer's disease and related disorders / Patricia Schaber, Deborah Lieberman.
Occupational therapy practice guidelines for adults with neurodegenerative diseases / Susan J. Forwell.
Occupational therapy practice guidelines for adults with stroke / Joyce S. Sabari, Deborah Lieberman.
Occupational therapy practice guidelines for adults with traumatic brain injury / Kathleen Golisz.
Occupational therapy practice guidelines for children and adolescents with autism / Scott D. Tomchek, Jane Case-Smith ; [edited by] Deborah Lieberman, Marian Arbesman.
Occupational therapy practice guidelines for children and adolescents with challenges in sensory processing and sensory integration / Renee Watling, Patricia L. Davies, Kristie Patten Koenig, Roseann C. Schaaf.
Occupational therapy practice guidelines for children with behavioral and psychosocial needs / editors, Leslie L. Jackson, Marian Arbesman.
Occupational therapy practice guidelines for driving and community mobility for older adults / Wendy B. Stav, Linda A. Hunt, Marian Arbesman.
Occupational therapy practice guidelines for home modifications / Carol Siebert; in collaboration with the AOTA Commission on Practice.
Occupational therapy practice guidelines for individuals with work-related injuries and illnesses / Vicki Kaskutas, Jeff Snodgrass.
Offshore : tax havens and the rule of global crime / Alain Deneault ; translated from the French by George Holoch.
OKU 10 : orthopaedic knowledge update / editor, John M. Flynn.
Old Bear / Kevin Henkes.
On behalf of others : the psychology of care in a global world / edited by Sarah Scuzzarello, Catarina Kinnvall, Kristen Renwick Monroe.
On China / Henry Kissinger.
One for the road : drunk driving since 1900 / Barron H. Lerner.
One-handed catch / MJ Auch.
Oriental obscene : violence and racial fantasies in the Vietnam era / Sylvia Shin Huey Chong.
Oscar Wilde, the great drama of his life : how his tragedy reflected his personality / Ashley H. Robins.
Ostkrieg : Hitler's war of extermination in the East / Stephen G. Fritz.
Our new husbands are here : households, gender, and politics in a West African state from the slave trade to colonial rule / Emily Lynn Osborn.
Out of our minds : learning to be creative / Sir Ken Robinson.
The Oxford book of Latin American poetry : a bilingual anthology /
Patient citizens, immigrant mothers : Mexican women, public prenatal care, and the birth weight paradox /
Payback : why we retaliate, redirect aggression, and take revenge / David P. Barash and Judith Eve Lipton.
Pedretti's occupational therapy : practice skills for physical dysfunction / [edited by] Heidi McHugh Pendleton, Winifred Schultz-Krohn.
Penelope / Enda Walsh.
Performing Greek comedy / Alan Hughes.
Performing sex : the making and unmaking of women's erotic lives / Breanne Fahs.
Peter Doig / contributions by Catherine Lampert and Richard Shiff.
Philosophers without gods : meditations on atheism and the secular life / Louise M. Antony, editor.
Philosophy of information / Luciano Floridi.
Plato's counterfeit Sophists / Håkan Tell.
Players unleashed! : modding the Sims and the culture of gaming / Tanja Sihvonen.
Playing across a divide : Israeli-Palestinian musical encounters / Benjamin Brinner.
Poor under globalization in Asia, Latin America, and Africa / edited by Machiko Nissanke and Erik Thorbecke.

Positive view of LGBTQ : embracing identity and cultivating well-being / Ellen D.B. Riggle and Sharon S. Rostosky.
Postcolonial artists and global aesthetics / Akin Adesokan.
Pragmatism in the Americas / edited by Gregory Fernando Pappas.
Presidency in the twenty-first century / edited by Charles W. Dunn.
Presidential term limits in American history : power, principles & politics / Michael J. Korzi.
Press, platform, pulpit : Black feminist publics in the era of reform / Teresa Zackodnik.
Prestige of violence : American fiction, 1962-2007 / Sally Bachner.
Prevention of treatment failure : the use of measuring, monitoring, and feedback in clinical practice / Michael J. Lambert.
Priority of democracy : political consequences of pragmatism / Jack Knight and James Johnson.
A professional legacy : the Eleanor Clarke Slagle lectures in occupational therapy, 1955-2010 / ed. by René Padilla ... [et al.].
Prosthetics & orthotics in clinical practice : a case study approach / Bella J. May, Margery A. Lockard.
Quantum man : Richard Feynman's life in science / Lawrence M. Krauss.
Racialized identities : race and achievement among African American youth / Na'ilah Suad Nasir.
Ravel / Roger Nichols.
Reactionary mind : conservatism from Edmund Burke to Sarah Palin / Corey Robin.
Rebel rulers : insurgent governance and civilian life during war / Zachariah Cherian Mampilly.
Red star over Iraq : Iraqi communism before Saddam / Johan Franzén.
Reference manual of the official documents of the American Occupational Therapy Association, Inc.
Remedy and reaction : the peculiar American struggle over health care reform / Paul Starr.
Richard Strauss : a musical life / Raymond Holden.
Rights gone wrong : how law corrupts the struggle for equality / Richard Thompson Ford.
Rights of the people : how our search for safety invades our liberties / David K. Shipler.
Rise and fall of Al-Qaeda / Fawaz A. Gerges.
RNA : life's indispensable molecule / James Darnell.
Role of sisters in women's development / Sue A. Kuba.
Routledge handbook of urban ecology / edited by Ian Douglas ... [ et al.].
Ruined : a novel / Paula Morris.
Rules for the global economy / Horst Siebert.
Run like a girl : how strong women make happy lives / Mina Samuels.
The runaway wok : a Chinese New Year tale / Ying Chang Compestine ; illustrated by Sebastià Serra.
Saints under siege : the Texas State raid on the Fundamentalist Latter Day Saints / edited by Stuart A. Wright and James T. Richardson.
Saving globalization : why globalization and democracy offer the best hope for progress, peace and development / Mike Moore.
Scared sick : the role of childhood trauma in adult disease / Robin Karr-Morse ; with Meredith S. Wiley.
Screening adult neurologic populations : a step-by-step instruction manual / Sharon A. Gutman, Alison B. Schonfeld.
Sea / Heidi R. Kling.
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